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ABSTRACT

The Bakken Formation is an unconventional reservoir in North Dakota’s Williston
Basin. A complex lithology of the producing formation requires a better understanding of its
rock properties and mineralogy, as well as further analysis such as geologic modelling and
reservoir simulation. It is important to analyze its properties to manage production efficiently.
The work started with analyzing petrophysical properties of the Middle Bakken. It
included porosity, permeability, water saturation, shale volume, and lithology. Individual logs
were obtained from a database and then run through well logging software to obtain the
properties. Available core samples were analyzed using XRD. Construction of geologic model
was based on well log information. The model is needed in order to see the properties
distribution and prepare it for reservoir simulation. The model was built using geostatistical
analysis. Reservoir simulation was done in order to predict the performance of the field.
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CHAPTER I
GE OL O GIC SE TT ING
Bakken is a relatively thin formation that lies in the subsurface of the Williston Basin,
which spreads around North Dakota, Montana, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, and South Dakota and
occupies around 200,000 square miles (Meissner, 1991). It is subdivided into three members –
upper, middle, and lower (Webster, 1984). First oil ever discovered in the Williston basin was
in Montana in 1936 on the Cedar Creek anticline (Gerhard, et al., 1988). It was only 15 years
later, in 1951, when the first oil on the portion of North Dakota was discovered along the Nesson
Anticline. The interest in the Bakken Formation began in 1953 when Stanolind Oil and Gas
Corp. drilled and completed the well in Antelope Field in ND. First horizontal well was drilled
and completed in 1987 by Meridian Oil, which essentially marks the beginning of an active
interest for oil extraction in this area. The name Bakken was first introduced by geologist
Nordquist in 1953 who named the area where the formation was discovered after Bakken, the
farmer who owned the land there.
LeFever (1991) wrote a good paper describing stratigraphy, geochemistry, reservoir
properties, and the history of oil production of the Bakken Formation. Gerhard, et al. (1982),
made an overview on geological development and history of the energy resources of Williston
Basin. In addition to oil, large reserves of potash are lignite are present in the area. The
productive portion of the Bakken formation mostly lies in the McKenzie, Williams, Dunn, and
Billings counties of North Dakota.
The Bakken sequence was described as two black shales separated by light grey finegrained sandstone (LeFever, 1991). Isopach maps show that the thickness of the Bakken
3

Formation varies from 150 ft. in the center of the basin to effectively zero at its end (Webster,
1984). This thickness observation is quite accurate based on the well log analysis that was
performed on the Blue Buttes Field. The Bakken Formation is surrounded by the Three Forks
Formation below and the Lodgepole Formation above. The upper and lower sections of the
formation are easily recognizable on the well logs – the signature Bakken curve is seen by the
instantaneous increase in Gamma Ray (GR) values. The high organic content of upper and
lower shales indicate they are the hydrocarbon source-rock. Extremely low sound-velocity at
shales depth is due to high organic content. The change in resistivity is related to the
hydrocarbon generation and replacing the pore waters with non-conductive hydrocarbons.
Hydrocarbon saturations cause high resistivity in the Bakken shales. Bakken members are
clearly separated from neighboring formations as can be observed from logs. Shales always
show high GR measurements (>200 GAPI units), high interval transit times on sonic log, and
high resistivity in the deeper sections of the basin (LeFever, 1991; Webster, 1984). However,
the measurements of the middle member are more usual with what is expected to see from a
sandstone.
Webster (1984) wrote an extensive review on stratigraphy and geochemistry of the
source rocks of the Bakken. LeFever (1991) and Webster (1984) report that the lower shale
member reaches a thickness of 50 ft., it is a dark brown color and organic rich, but it’s less
organic rich than its upper counterpart. Lower member has the smallest areal outreach out of
three members. Middle member is comprised of several facies, varying from siltstone to
sandstone, dolostone, and silty and oolitic limestones. The sand sizes range from coarse to fine
with well-rounded grains. Upper shale, which reaches the thickness of 28 ft., has the largest
areal distribution. The limit of upper shale essentially marks the limit of the entire Bakken
4

Formation. Its lithography is similar to the lower shale, but as mentioned above, it has a higher
organic content, lesser amounts of clay, silt, and dolomitic grains (LeFever, 1991). Both lower
and upper sections are quite uniformly distributed organic-rich shales with small amounts of
clay, silt and dolomite, and show lithological uniformity throughout their extent (Webster,
1984). The effective matrix porosity and permeability are extremely low, essentially
unmeasurable. Each younger member covers a greater areal extent than its older sibling. This
onlapping relationship is likely the result of the transgression of the Late Devonian-Early
Mississippian Sea (Webster, 1984).
Bakken’s depositional history is believed to be originated in the offshore marine
environment. However, there has been an uncertainty in establishing the depositional
environment of the shales of the Bakken. Several other theories existed before, such as that the
origin was a marine swamp and marine lagoonal environment. With offshore marine
environment, the water column had anoxic conditions for shale deposition, which resulted in
high organic content deposition. Fossils found in shales, such as conodonts, algal spores, fish
teeth, and bones, suggest that there was an oxygenated zone above the anoxic bottom condition
and strengthen the theory of the offshore marine environment in the past (Hayes, 1985).
Bakken’s cycle of deposition began in upper Devonian-lower Mississippian time. A
stratigraphic column of the Williston Basin is shown on the figure 1. It can be seen that the
Bakken formation is part of the lower Mississippian/Upper Devonian Epoch and Kaskaskia
sequence, which originated 350 M years ago.
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Figure 1. Geologic timescale of Bakken Formation. (modified from Anna et a. 2010)
Shales were most likely deposited in the marine anoxic offshore environment, when the
stratified water column caused anoxic conditions that resulted in restricted circulation. The
organic content found in shales was likely derived from planktonic algae. Webster (1984)
argues that such shales can form under conditions varying from deep marine to terrestrial
swamps. However, by looking at the planar and thin laminations in shales, it is suggested that
the deposition occurred in the low energy waters and high organic content points to an anoxic
depositional environment. Since the lithology of shales is uniform, the deposition must have
occurred over the large area as well. All of the above facts suggest that the Bakken’s
depositional history was offshore marine. Pycnocline, which is responsible for separation of
6

oxygenated from anoxic waters, restricts the mixing from deep and shallow waters. The fact
that “Bakken black shale sea” was located at around 10 degrees N of the equator could also
point out that the Bakken originated from the deep marine environment. During such deposition,
the heavy organic content fell into deeper waters and got deposited under anoxic conditions that
were there. The sedimentary rocks of Kaskaskia Sequence, which took place during
Devonian/Mississippian epochs, are largely carbonate and are the main oil and gas producing
formations. During this sequence, the Williston Basin was tilted northward, creating a marine
connection on the north into the Elk Point Basin during the Devonian epoch. Later on during
the Mississippian Period the northern connection was cut off and the Williston Basin was
reconnected to the Cordilleran Sea through central Montana trough (Gerhard, et al., 1982).
Structural trends within the Williston Basin resemble the north and north-west trending of the
Rocky Mountains. Gerhard, et al. (1982), argues that the Williston Basin subsided around
16,000 ft. without undergoing severe orogenic deformation or peripheral distortion.
Producing reservoirs in the Bakken are anomalously overpressured and fractured
(Murray, 1968; Finch, 1969). As high as 7200 psi pressure had been reported in the
overpressured rocks. Meissner (1991) reports that abnormal high pressures in the Bakken are
maintained by large hydrocarbon volumes generated at high rates and the relative isolation of
the Bakken by extremely tight rocks beneath and above it. One of the indicators that show this
is the formation pressure gradient. Usually it is equal to 0.433 psi/ft., but in the Bakken at
Antelope Field this gradient is 0.73 psi/ft. This is likely to the fact that the high oil content is
present in shale pores and that the extremely tight shales prevent fluids from migrating.
Meissner (1991) made an overview of petroleum geology of Bakken. He reports that
organic-rich shales are excellent petroleum source-rocks that are believed to have generated
7

substantial amounts of oil. Most productive wells are concentrated along the Nesson Anticline,
which is the depocenter of the formation. Nesson and Cedar Creek anticlines form the “major
structure in the basin that have surface expression and are oil productive” (Gerhard and
Anderson, 1988). It has been active since the Precambrian time. Sudden thickness changes
across the anticline show the uplifting along the fault on a west side.
The concentration of the study will be on the Blue Buttes Field, which is located in the
McKenzie County. Its location is shown in figure 2. It was first discovered in 1955. Little to no
information was available about the specifics of the Blue Buttes Field. Since it is located right
next to the Antelope Field, which has been documented and analyzed better, the theoretical
conclusions and geological facts of Antelope Field will be assumed to hold in the Blue Buttes
Field too.

Figure 2. Blue Buttes Field.
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LeFever (1991) described a history of the Antelope Field. The porosity values reported
were at 3.8% and permeability of less than 0.01 md, which is typical for the Bakken and Blue
Buttes Field too. The fact that Bakken wells at Antelope Field can produce as much as 1400
bbl/day indicate that the major volume contribution to storage must be from the marginal matrix
porosities with high oil saturation of the middle Bakken. Usually, the reservoirs that have
marginal amounts of matrix porosities contribute to storage volume, and it appears that it is the
case here as well. From the initial production history, it was observed that the production rates
have been way more than expected from such low permeability and porosity reservoir. Murray
(1968) made an argument that the fractures are the cause for the reservoir development in the
Bakken.
There is a direct relationship between hydrocarbon generation and high fluid pressures.
Similar findings were seen in Uinta Basin in Utah and Powder River Basin in Wyoming. The
production is related to fracturing and is independent from lithology. The structure of the
Antelope Field and fields nearby resembles the southeast-trending, asymmetrical anticline. The
best production is shown at its steepest dip along the northeast flank (Murray, 1968). Finch
(1969) explored the pressure anomalies at the Antelope Field. He compared the pressure
gradients of the different formations and only Devonian (Sanish) reservoir showed 0.725 psi/ft.,
the others in Mississipian, Nisku, and Silurian showed the usual values of 0.46 psi/ft. The
geologic column of the field is around 85 ft. in the Bakken Formation and 195 ft. in the Three
Forks portion. Figures 3 and 4 represent the overall area of the Williston Basin and the Blue
Buttes Field, respectively.
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Figure 3. Map of Williston Basin

Figure 4.Map of Blue Buttes Field from NDIC database
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CHAPTER II
PETROPHYSICAL AND WELL
LOG ANALYSIS

This chapter discusses the methods used for identification of petrophysical properties and
lithology of the formation. The procedures presented here will help better understand the
lithology of the Middle Bakken, its mineral composition, and the range of values for the common
rock properties, such as porosity, permeability, water saturation, and shale volume. The work
was done on a set of well logs from 48 wells in the Blue Buttes Field that were digitized and
analyzed using Neuralog and Techlog programs. Previous similar studies were reviewed and
compared, and the known types of lithologies were used as a basis for this field’s analysis. The
results of this study will help with building the geologic model of a field.
Introduction
Knowledge of the reservoir properties and lithology is one of the most important steps for
characterizing a reservoir. The purpose of well logging interpretation is to determine the pay
zones and rock properties. A better understanding of lithology and reservoir properties will help
engineers and geologists to predict its impact on reservoir performance.
Porosity is mostly identified using density, neutron, and sonic logs. Shale volume is
determined through GR using linear or non-linear relationship. Permeability is done though
empirical correlations involving porosity, shale volume, saturation, and different coefficients.
Saturation determination is based on Archie’s principle, but the original formula has had several
modifications to reflect different reservoir conditions for a more accurate calculation. These
calculations will be discussed more in detail in the following pages.
11

Lithology and the properties of the Bakken are highly heterogeneous throughout the
entire basin. The analysis of the Middle Bakken properties within the Blue Buttes Field is
described in this chapter. The advantage of a solid well log analysis is helpful when the core
samples are not available, and even the cores alone cannot give the entire reservoir picture since
its physical dimensions are limited (Delfiner, et al., 1987). With well log analysis, there is also
more certainty because almost the entire depth of formation or reservoir can be analyzed. Getting
cores is also expensive, thus the well logging method is more economical.
Literature Review
Ever since discovering the oil in North Dakota, a continuous research had been done to
better understand the reservoir and production mechanisms. University of North Dakota is
fortunate enough to have the core library located right on campus, which allows geologists and
engineers to study and test the cores. There has been a large amount of studies published
analyzing characteristics of different formations in Williston Basin.
Oster (2016) made a study characterizing Winnepegosis Formation. He determined its
properties and described the facies. Based on those properties, the geologic model was built and
the distribution of properties was observed. The geologic modelling included geostatistical and
variogram analysis. Schmoker (1983) analyzed the shale parts of Bakken. His main focus was
calculating the Total Organic Carbon (TOC). He noted the high content of TOC in the Bakken.
Simenson (2010) made a study of the Bakken formation analyzing the Parshall Field in
Mountrail County. Her paper included an extensive geology report, facies description, well log
analysis, and rock properties determination that was used as a reference in this and many other
papers on Bakken study. Arbez (1988) made an overview of a field in southwestern Manitoba,
analyzing the formation properties of Bakken almost on the edge of Williston Basin. Despite
12

being at the end of the basin, most properties were similar to the ones that appeared in studies
in the middle of the basin. Sonnenberg, et al. (2009), made a review of the prolific oilfield Elm
Coulee in Eastern Montana. There, he indicated the Middle Bakken’s lithology is the dolomitic
siltstone, its porosity is in the range of 3-9%, which is consistent with the Blue Buttes Field, and
very low permeability at 0.04 md. It is worth noting that lithology varies from area to area
throughout the entire Basin and what may be true in one spot could be different in another.
LeFever, et al. (1991), made a comprehensive review of the Bakken’s middle member over the
parts of North Dakota, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba. Similarities and differences were drawn
over different areas. This report stands as a reference for essential geologic features of Bakken.
Lithofacies of the Middle Bakken were formally divided into 7 parts, with main lithologies being
sandstone, siltstone, and to a lesser degree shale, dolomites, and limestones. Pitman, et al. (2001),
reported that minerals like K-feldspar, pyrite, and quartz are also present in the middle member;
clay minerals in sandstone are chlorite, illite, and quartz. Similar findings were presented in the
paper by Egenhoff, et al. (2011).
As far as the workflow goes, similar studies were done in different parts of the world but
follow the familiar strategy for acquiring reservoir properties from logs. Kundu, et al. (2015),
made a reservoir study on extracting properties in the formation in India from well logs using
Techlog. In their case, a combination of different types of logs, such as GR, resistivity, neutron
porosity, and density, was used. A multi-mineral model was prepared in ELAN for estimation of
mineralogy, lithology, shale volume, effective porosity, and water saturation.
The applications of well log analysis can also be used in further studies of cross sections,
geostatistics, 3D modelling, simulations, and core descriptions.

13

Methodology
To begin the acquisition of rock properties through well logging process, certain types of
well logs had to be available first before the established procedures can be applied. The idea is
that without lab or core testing one could establish reservoir properties using well log analysis.
The properties that are desired in reservoir analysis are porosity, permeability, fluid saturation,
shale volume, mineral content, and lithology.
Well Logging data preparation
Well logs were collected from NDIC website for the wells in the Blue Buttes Field area.
Those were:


CND – Compensated Neutron Density log, which included
o Neutron Porosity (NPHI)
o Density Porosity (DPHI)
o Bulk Density (RHOB)



BCS – Borehole Compensated Sonic log, which included
o Gamma Ray (GR)
o Sonic Transit Time (DT)
o Sonic Porosity (SPHI)



Dual Laterlog (DLL), or in some cases Dual Induction Laterolog (DIL) when DLL was
not available.
o Deep and Shallow laterolog (LLD and LLS)
o Deep Induction (ILD)
o Medium Induction (ILM)

14

From the North Dakota Industrial Commission (NDIC) database, 356 well files have been
scanned through in order to see which wells penetrate the Bakken and Three Forks formations.
Eventually, 48 wells have met this criterion. All wells were old and were not available in the
digital format. To overcome this, the logs were digitized using the Neuralog well logging
software in order to produce files in the LAS format, which is readable by well log analysis
software, Techlog, made by Schlumberger.
Some of those wells did not have the complete set of logs, and therefore they were not
included in the final selection. Out of all chosen wells only 43 had the full suite of necessary logs,
and therefore they were used in further petrophysical and geomodelling analysis. Figure 5
illustrated the example of converting raster (raw) image logs into digital ones.

Figure 5. Raster image log (left) converted to a digital log (right).
15

The well logging part was done using Schlumberger’s Techlog software. The digitized
well logs were loaded into software. The work included some quality control as well. For
example, all well log curves were placed on one single track to check consistency and reliability
of initial data.
Reservoir Properties
Porosity
Porosity in the Bakken formation is known for being very low. Studies found in the
literature report that it almost never exceeds 10%. Porosity can be measured through the core lab
experiments or through a well log analysis. In this study, well log data was used to find porosity.
Effective porosity was especially important to determine too because of its huge impact on
permeability estimations. Neutron Density porosity data was used to get the total porosity value,
from which the effective porosity was calculated using the following formula:
𝜑𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝜑𝑡 (1 − 𝑉𝑠ℎ )

(1)

Where Vsh is shale volume, ϕeff is effective porosity and, ϕt is total porosity from neutrondensity log.

Figure 6. Profile of the porosity and effective porosity from Neutron Density calculation.
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Figure 6 shows the example of the porosity calculated in the software, with effective
porosity next to it. There was no actual core analysis performed in this study, but one well from
the Blue Buttes Field, #16652, had the core data. Its results are shown in table 1. As can be seen
from the results in the table, the range of porosity is between 3 and 8%. These results were also
observed during software interpretation.

Table 1. Core porosity data for well #16652.
Depth, ft
10665.6
10666.25
10674.1
10675.2
10676
10676.9
10678.2
10679.1
10680.1
10681
10682
10683.2
10684.1
10685.2
10686.1
10687.1
10688.1
10689.1
10690
10691.1

Porosity, %
5.66
5.49
6.68
6.18
7.4
6.58
6.09
6.18
6.2
6.27
6.32
6.82
5.68
4.36
3.44
5.96
3.33
5.89
5.96
6.81
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Shale Volume
Shale volume (Vsh) significantly impacts the quality of a reservoir, directly affecting
porosity and permeability. It is important to properly account for shale volume, otherwise the
properties that depend on it will be inaccurate.
The most common method for Vsh calculation is by using the Gamma Ray (GR) index, which
will equal to Vsh (expressed in percentage), like shown in the formula below:
𝐺𝑅𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 =

𝐺𝑅−𝐺𝑅𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝐺𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥 −𝐺𝑅𝑚𝑖𝑛

(2)

Where Vsh = GRindex. This is what is called a linear computation method. However, non-linear
methods exist as well. Larionov (1969) developed a formula for Vsh calculations for older rocks.
1

𝑉𝑠ℎ = 3 ∗ (2(2𝐺𝑅𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 ) − 1)

(3)

The most accurate method would be to use a spectral GR potassium component and get the shale
volume from there. But in our case only the total GR was available. In this model, the non-linear
Larionov and linear methods were used to compare results. The reason for developing a nonlinear computation is to account for age of rocks in formation, different clays distribution profile,
and density differences in sandstones and clays (Bhuyan and Passey, 1994). It usually gives a
lower and more accurate Vsh value for shaly formations. To determine the GRindex, which is the
backbone of all consequent calculation methods, we must select the appropriate values for GRmin
and GRmax. GRmin is defined as the value of GR read at the cleanest section, in other words where
the GR curve is at its minimum. GRmax is determined at the non-organic shaly interval where the
curve is at its maximum. GR curve on the Middle Bakken section does not show clear min and
max values; instead, the selection of those GR values was done in a formation immediately below
the Lower Bakken.
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Figure 7. Shale volume calculations using Larionov formula across different wells

Figure 7 shows the profile of shale volume across three sample wells. After analyzing
more than 40 wells, a consistent profile across the all wells was observed and stayed in the range
of 10-20% of Vsh. Later on there will be a 3D distribution of this property shown to illustrate a
similar range in values.
Permeability:
Several researchers have discovered that permeability can be obtained from logs. There
is no direct relation between porosity and permeability, yet via the empirical research they were
able to find some correlations which would enable us to calculate permeability using only
porosity, and, in some cases, irreducible water saturation together with combination of various
coefficients (Timur, 1968; Coates and Dumanoir, 1973; Wyllie and Rose, 1950; Morris and
Biggs, 1967).
Determination of permeability from logs in Techlog software is done using two methods
– Wyllie-Rose and Coates. Using the Wyllie-Rose formula, the coefficients have to be specified.
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Two sets of these coefficients were available, developed by Timur and Morris-Briggs. The
irreducible water saturation has been determined by dividing the average Bulk Volume Water
(BVW) by Porosity, which log is shown on figure 9.
(4)

𝑆𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑟 = 𝐵𝑉𝑊
𝜙

Average Swirr value for the Middle Bakken section in most of the Blue Buttes wells was between
0.25 and 0.35. Irreducible water saturation was also checked by using Buckle plot as shown in
figure 8 in a paper by Coates and Dumanoir (1973). In that figure, a ratio of water resistivity and
formation resistivity cross-plotted with porosity. The average ratio of water to formation
resistivities is 0.0015 and the average porosity would be 4-8% that corresponds to Swirr being
around 0.3 and 0.35, and therefore a 0.35 value is taken for software calculations. The intersection
of these is presented by red dots, which can tell us the value of irreducible water saturation. Below
is the Wyllie-Rose formula for finding permeability:
𝐾 = 𝐾𝑤 ∗ 𝑆 𝜙

𝑑

𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑟

𝑒

(5)

Where, K is permeability, 𝜙 is porosity, e, d are coefficients, and Kw is permeability coefficient.
In this study, the following set of coefficients was used: e=2, d=4.4, Kw=3400 for Timur; d=6,
Kw=62500 for Morris-Briggs. Timur (1968) found these coefficients empirically based on testing
155 sandstone samples.
Coates formula incorporates effective and total porosities, plus a choice between clean or
low porosity zones. The choice was made in favor of low porosity due to Bakken being known
as a low porosity reservoir. The Kc parameter needs to be input by the user, the value of 5000
was chosen initially based on the information from Crain’s petrophysical handbook. The
irreducible water saturation (Swirr) value was the same as in Wyllie-Rose formula.
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𝐾 = 𝐾𝑐 ∗ 𝜙𝑒𝑓𝑓 (

𝜙𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 −𝜙𝑒𝑓𝑓 ∗𝑆𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑟
𝜙𝑒𝑓𝑓 ∗𝑆𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑟

)2

(6)

Where K is permeability, Kc is permeability coefficient, 𝜙𝑒𝑓𝑓 is effective porosity, 𝜙𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 is total
porosity from neutron-density and 𝑆𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑟 is irreducible water saturation.
The resulting permeability curves are shown on figure 10. Permeability logs from both
methods produced rather similar profiles. However, it was observed that by using the default
values of e = 2, d = 4.4, Kw = 3400 in Wyllie-Rose formula the permeability values gets
overestimated. On the contrary, the Coates formulas allows the user input for the Kc coefficient,
which can be changed to fit the permeability data from cores. Based on previous studies
(Kowalski, 2016; Alexandre, et al., 2011) and lab permeability measurements, which are
summarized in table 2, it was observed that the Kc coefficient showed the closest results to the
measured permeabilities when it was set between 70 to 100 in value. With these Kc values and
using the Coates formula in the software, permeability was in the range of 0.001-0.01 mD. Since
the reservoir is heterogeneous and since the formula relies on shale volume and effective
porosity, it was expected to see permeability to vary considerably, as was seen in the lab
measurements too. It is not possible for sure to get the exact curve for permeability aside from
lab measurements, as this would require a coring procedure for every single well. However, we
can get it to match the permeability range of the Middle Bakken, which according to core lab
results and relevant studies (Alexandre, 2011; Kowalski, 2016; Simenson, 2010) is within 0.0010.01 mD.
It also corresponded consistently with the core analysis data that had been done on the
wells in the same oilfield. Further correlations are possible by adjusting constants and Swirr to get
data closer to actual core samples. The coefficient Kc being equal to 70 was found to be a good
predictor in permeability formula matching with core analysis. Similar permeability values were
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observed by Alexandre, et al. (2011) and other researchers. The fact that both porosity and
permeability curves exhibited a large variation in values proves that this reservoir is highly
heterogeneous.

Figure 8. The Buckle plot for the Middle Bakken in Blue Buttes Field

Figure 9. Irreducible water saturation profile
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Table 2. Core permeability data from well #16652

Depth, ft
10665.6
10666.25
10674.1
10675.2
10676
10676.9
10678.2
10679.1
10680.1
10681
10682
10683.2
10684.1
10685.2
10686.1
10687.1
10688.1
10689.1
10690
10691.1

Permeability
to air, mD
0.004
0.004
0.034
0.014
0.005
0.004
0.008
0.004
0.004
0.004
0.004
0.006
0.003
0.001
0.001
0.003
0.021
0.002
0.002
0.032

Figure 10. Permeability curves of the Middle Bakken using Coates and Wyllie-Rose
methods
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Water Saturation
Calculation of saturation is based on the principle first outlined by Archie (1942). Since
then, several modified formulas had been developed to account for special environments and
types of formations and fluids in them. To account for shale content in the formation, the method
by Simandoux was used in this study. The advantage of this method is that it is suitable for
formations with high salinity, which Bakken is known for. This method had also been more
accurate in previous studies. Another method that was under consideration was the Indonesian
equation, but that method is good for high shale content of more than 30% together with the fresh
water, both features that are absent in Bakken. The parameters and coefficients that are required
to choose for Simandoux model are: LLD, effective porosity, Vsh, a, m, n, Rw, and resistivity of
shale. Simandoux formula that is used in water saturation modelling is presented below:
𝑚
𝜙𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝑎𝑅𝑤

𝑣

1

∗ 𝑆𝑤𝑛 + [𝑅𝑠ℎ ∗ 𝑆𝑤 ] − 𝑅 = 0
𝑡

𝑠ℎ

(7)

Where R t is deep formation resistivity, R w is resistivity of formation water, R sh is resistivity of
shale, ϕeff is effective porosity, Vsh is shale volume, a is tortuosity factor, m is cementation
exponent, and n is saturation exponent.
Basic Archie’s approach is also used to estimate the water saturation and both models are
compared. Resistivity of formation water (Rw) was measured in the labs and then corrected for
temperature, which was found in the well log files. Most of the time the value for Rw was found
to be 0.017 Ohm-m, but sometimes it slightly varied depending on temperature and other
parameters that was found in the well files. However, 0.017 Ohm-m was used when no
information was found for a particular well.
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The m and n exponents are usually equal to each other and set at 2. However, for some
formations it is advised to modify the values in order to get more accurate results. Previous
studies by Simenson (2010) and LeFever suggest using the values of slightly below than 2 for m
and n. In order to double check these values, a Pickett Plot was used to test it on 10 wells and see
if these values are acceptable. It was observed that m was between 1.6 and 1.9, thus providing
that previous studies’ findings were correct. The m and n exponents were set to equal to 1.75 for
this model. Simenson (2010) used 1.75 for n.

Figure 11. Water Saturation calculated with Archie and Simandoux methods.

Resistivity of shale was taken from the deep resistivity log (LLD) at the shaly zone
without organic content and it was found to vary from 2.5 to 3 Ohm-m. Figure 11 shows water
saturation calculated with Simandoux and Archie methods.
Overall, the saturation in this portion of the Bakken was found to be 40-50% or less. Since
this is the producing portion of the formation, it would be expected to see of water saturation of
50% or less.
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Methodology for Lithology Identification
It is important to know the mineral and lithological composition of the reservoir. The
objective of a geological core study is to divide the reservoir into zones and recognize its
geometry, characteristics, and lithology (Archer, et.al, 1986). There are various tools and
methods that can help to determine lithology. For this project, the X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) test
and the well log interpretation by software were done. A Quanti.Elan model, which was built-in
to Techlog, was used for mineralogy determination.
To start the interpretation process, the software requires certain information, like a
borehole temperature, Rmf, Rw, mud weight, and others. For instance, the temperature at a
formation depth, which was correlated using a Schlumberger chart by knowing the maximum
recorded temperature and the depth of formation, the mud weight, converted from ppg to g/cc,
and Rmf, in case a drilling fluid was water-based. That data was found in the well log headers or
files in NDIC database and was used for the software input. The properties such as density, GR,
resistivity, and others had to be changed from default values to the values seen in the
corresponding logs in order to accurately represent the actual information of a reservoir. Having
that data as accurate as possible enables Techlog to compute the lithology of the interval in a
formation more precisely.
XRD
Three wells in the Blue Buttes Field numbered #16652, #16433, and #2820 had cores
available in the North Dakota Core and Sample Library. Even though these wells were not part
of the well log analysis, given that they are the only wells available in the studied field, we took
the samples from them for XRD and core analysis. One of the first steps in testing the cores was
to see its reaction with acids. The reaction of cores with the Hydrochloric Acid (HCl) showed a
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strong bubbling on the entire Middle Bakken section. Such a strong reaction indicates the
dominance carbonate facies, either in the form of dolomite and/or calcite. Therefore, to know
more about the mineral content of cores, XRD analysis was carried out. Samples were prepared
for XRD from each of these cores. The selection of particular chips was every five to ten feet,
from the section that exhibited a visible heterogeneity. After the chips were collected, the usual
procedure necessary for the XRD analysis was followed in order to get the mineral composition
of the rocks. Figure 12 shows the Middle Bakken section of the analyzed cores.

Figure 12. Core samples from the Blue Buttes Field shows the dominance of carbonate facies
The previous study by Sando (1981) confirms algae and microfossils findings in
Williston Basin, albeit in a different formation (Lodgepole and above) – they were also observed
in our core studies. These findings may also indicate a possible organic carbonate content in
calcite or dolomite that is light grey in color. Core observation also showed the presence of pyrite
and stylolites. By definition, stylolites form because of pressure solution, which is when a pore
space is reduced under pressure through a dissolution process (Heap, et al., 2014); they are
commonly seen in carbonate and sandstones and contain clay minerals and iron oxides. This fits
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well with depositional environment and lithology of the Bakken, as the clay is indeed present in
the formation confirmed with XRD results and well logging. These factors combined may have
led to a creation of stylolites in the formation. We can interpret that the potential impact on fluid
flow may occur due to these stylolites. Heap, et al., (2014) performed a laboratory study to show
how stylolites can influence on porosity and permeability in limestones. His findings showed that
opposite to a common belief, the stylolites do not act as permeability barriers but on the contrary,
can act as conduits. However, if the stylolites are enriched with a “permeability reducing”
element, which could be shale, then the barrier for fluid flow is inevitable. The results from XRD
are presented in table 3. Expressed in percentages is the mineral composition of cores from the
XRD analysis. The results are quite heterogeneous, with some elements appearing in one and
missing in another. However, one can notice a trend that the largest component element in each
core is quartz, accounting for roughly 50% in each sample. The second largest component is
dolomite, which ranges on average from 15% to 35%. Calcite is also present in all samples and
is accounted for about 10%. In core samples where the percentage of quartz or dolomite is
smaller, it is occupied by muscovite (mica), and sanidine, which are Potassium-based minerals.
Table 3. XRD Results.
Component, in %
dolomite
calcite
(limestone)
quartz
(sandstone)
Muscovite
Sanidine, ferrain
pyrite
K (potassium)
Illite

#2820 10592.5'
33
8.6

#2820
10598'
13
14.9

31.3

60.8

13.3
12.8
1

- #16433 - #16433 - #16652 - #16653 10612'
10638'
10663'
10678'
40.5
13.3
11.1
15.3
9
10.2
6.2
10.7
50.5

10
1.2

41.6

45.45

11.8
22.6
0.5

11.3
25.9

50.9

23.1
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Similar results were found from the software interpretation as well. The example of that
is presented in figure 13. Across all wells the interpretation by software was very similar.

Figure 13. Lithology and minerals from two different wells using Quani.Elan computational
method and correlated with XRD data.
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The most common pattern observed in the mineralogical interpretation by software was
somewhat close to the XRD results. Quartz was calculated to be close to 50%, with Dolomite
and Feldspar being the second and third most common minerals. For modelling purposes and to
overcome the software limitation, just two Potassium-based minerals were selected – Muscovite
Mica and K-feldspar. Calcite was either absent in some interpretations or appeared to be very
minimal in others; that should be partially accepted as XRD showed that the calcite usually
accounts for no more than 10%. Illite, which is a shale component in the mineralogical model,
accounted for roughly 10% in the software interpretation. The overall lithology can be identified
as dolomitic sandstone, since the sandstone and dolomite compose the largest portions in the
cores. Similar findings were found in the study by LeFever, 1991. Mineralogical and lithological
model is shown on figure 14.

Figure 14. Proposed mineralogical model of Middle Bakken
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CHAPTER III
GEOLOGIC MODELLING
After the petrophysical properties had been acquired through well log interpretation,
those properties were used as an input to a geologic model. This model of the Bakken was built
using geostatistical and variogram analysis, methods of which were available in Petrel software.
Variograms were constructed in order to achieve an accurate interpolation between the data from
given wells. Stochastic method, such as Sequential Gaussian Simulation, was used to populate
the model with reservoir properties and to see they distribute throughout the reservoir. Five
petrophysical properties were considered in properties population – porosity, permeability,
effective porosity, water saturation, shale volume. Once the model was constructed, the trends
and the zones of interest could be identified. The area is known to have a geological trend in the
northwestern direction, and it was confirmed by the model and was seen in the distributions of
several properties. Variogram maps showed the anisotropy direction.
Introduction
Geomodelling is the important step in reservoir development, since by looking at the
distribution of the reservoir properties the engineers can identify the spots that require further
development. Modelling allows seeing the oil reservoir from a new perspective, perhaps
identifying the zones for an additional attention that were previously unavailable or overlooked.
The main challenge is the choice of right interpolation methods that allow predicting of
properties in unknown locations.
Geologic models are also created in order to be used in the simulation studies afterwards,
which can predict the future performance of the reservoir. A history match could tell if the model
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is accurate or not, or just a prediction of production into the future may give managers an idea
of what to expect from a reservoir.
The role of geostatistics is to interpolate the values in unknown location based on known
values and relationships between them. Geostatistical modelling provides a static description of
petrophysical properties. Deutsch (2014) in his book “Geostatistical Reservoir Modelling”
describes the foundation of geostatistics, its purpose and importance in reservoir modelling.
Geostatistical models usually honor the reservoir-specific information. (Deutsch, 2014). The
input data for geomodel usually comes from seismic, core, logs, engineering sources and general
geological knowledge. The good illustration is found in the figure 15, which is copied from
Deutsch, 2014.

Figure 15. Types of data for reservoir modelling (Modified from Deutsch, 2014).
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Given Bakken’s relatively recent rapid development, not many studies were found that
focus on geomodelling of the reservoir through geostatistics. In this chapter, the goal is to bridge
the gap between geostatistics and unconventional modelling for this reservoir.
Powerful commercial software programs have only become available relatively recently
and coupled with the recent but rapid development of the Bakken, that includes horizontal
drilling and fracturing, it perhaps explains a lack of literature available on geostatistical
modelling of Bakken. For this reason, we believe it was important to perform a geostatistical
modelling of the Middle Bakken with hopes that this work will add some information to the
reservoir development. Geostatistics has been proven as a good tool in geomodelling.
Geostatistics is the science of spatial relationship between known and unknown points,
it is used to predict the values in space. It is also called geospatial analysis. This is very applicable
in geomodelling since there are only a few known values, but the goal is to predict the values of
any property at any given location in-between. Some of the most important questions to be
answered after the geomodelling are – how the porosity or any other property is changing
throughout the reservoir. Over 90% of geostatistical reservoir characterization uses variogrambased geostatistical modelling. Variogram reflects the understanding of geometry and continuity
of the reservoir properties and can have an important effect to predict the flow behaviour.
One of the previous works that was done in Williston Basin is the geomodelling of
Winnepegosis Formation by Oster (2016). In that work, the author used geostatistics to establish
the distribution of properties such as porosity, permeability, and facies. Some of the trends had
been identified and described. That formation is deeper than the Bakken, but some similarity in
general trends could be observed in both formations.
Miri (2006) performed a geomodelling on the formation in Iran using variograms and
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geostatistical analysis. In that study, stochastic methods were used instead of deterministic ones,
since the former is better for preserving reservoir heterogeneity than the latter. The common
method in stochastic modelling is the Sequential Gaussian Simulation (SGS).
In order to reevaluate older oilfields, Martin (2015) performed a modelling of a depleted
reservoir in Illinois. That study describes the building of a model in Petrel using well logging
data. It resulted in finding new spots that were overlooked during previous reservoir
management. Similar goal was achieved in a paper by Rodriguez, et. al (2015). There, the field
in South America has undergone modelling and simulation.
Gringarten & Deutsch (1999) in their study developed a method for variogram
interpolation in the analogy with well testing, which defines early, middle, and late stages. They
emphasized that a reservoir modeller can influence the appearance and flow behaviour of the
final model through the variograms.
Melton, et al. (2014), in their attempt to build a geomodel of Bakken tried to correlate
the data from cores, logs, and incorporate different sources of data into one model. However,
the geostatistics was not part of that work. Zhang, et al. (2014), relied on geostatistics in their
facies modelling of the reservoir in Canada. The resultant models of porosity, permeability, and
saturation were used for simulation. Subyani & Şen (1989) published a study on geostatistical
modelling of an aquifer in Saudi Arabia, where they explain the semivariogram technique used,
but mostly relied on kriging for their interpolation.
Following the lack of extensive material on geostatistical Bakken modelling found in
literature, the need to create one arose.
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Methodology
The model relies on petrophysical data as an input that is acquired from well log, cores
or other sources. Petrophysical analysis of this field that was described in Chapter II of this thesis
is used for geomodelling. The curves of porosity, permeability, effective porosity, water
saturation, and shale volume were imported from Techlog into Petrel to begin the modelling.
The 3D modelling was performed using Schlumberger’s Petrel version 2015.1.
After the logs were imported, the well log upscaling should be performed. The arithmetic
average upscaling method with neighbouring cells was used, which means that any cells where
the curve is penetrating through will be included in averaging calculations. The logs were
divided into ten layers, thus up to ten different values would be possible to get after upscaling
process. The reasoning behind this was that since the Bakken is already a thin formation,
reducing it further to 3 or 5 layers would not represent the heterogeneity quite well. With a model
having 10 layers, each layers roughly represents 3-4 ft (1 m) of the actual formation. To generate
the surfaces, well tops were picked up based on formation zones. GR log was used as a marker
to distinguish the zones. Once the tops were picked, the surfaces for Upper Bakken, Middle
Bakken, Lower Bakken, and Three Forks were generated. After the logs have been upscaled and
ready to be used for the modelling, the variogram analysis and interpretation can begin.

Variograms
Variogram analysis is the common way to measure the spatial variability for cell based
property modelling. “The goal of a variogram analysis is to construct a variogram that best
estimates the autocorrelation structure of the underlying stochastic process” (Dixon, et al., 2015).
Variogram is the measure of variability versus distance – it increases as samples become more
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different. The essence of variogram is that it measures how much the two samples will vary as
the distance between them changes. Generally, samples taken closer to each other will have a
smaller variability than those taken more distance apart. More in-depth information is provided
in books by Deutsch (2014) and Kelkar, et. al (2002).
To test the directional variogram investigation, a method in the report by Miri (2006)
was followed. The idea is to see how the variogram will look like in different directions. To start
the investigation, the variograms in different directions were computed and depending on
characteristics, the major direction could be determined. In addition to that, variogram maps can
be helpful with anisotropy direction identification. An example of a variogram for porosity will
be shown in figure 16. The azimuth will be changing from 0 degrees in the increments of 30
degrees.
As can be seen from images, the variograms appear to be different in each direction.
Variograms in other direction did not capture enough data points and number of pairs, one of
the indicators for consistent variogram. Thus East-West anisotropy direction was not chosen
and instead the azimuth in the neighbourhood of -12° was chosen. Other variogram parameters
are also listed in table 4.
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Figure 16. Variograms for different azimuth directions of 0, 30, 60, 90, 120, 150, and 343 (upper right
to lower left).
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Geostatisticians fit variograms with specific known positive functions. Those are
spherical, exponential, and Gaussian. (Gringarten & Deutsch, 1999). Exponential type of
variogram seemed to be fitting the best in this case. Major range was larger than the minor range.
The tolerance angle was 45 degrees in most cases. However, the overall structure of a variogram
did not change much when this tolerance angle was assigned a different value. Primarily, it was
important to get the anisotropy direction because depending on the direction chosen, the amount
of pairs differed. For variograms, it was important to have the number of pairs in decreasing
order as the distance increased. By selecting the appropriate range and anisotropy direction, we
were able to achieve the decreasing number of pairs as the distance increased.
Figures 17-21 show the variograms that were used in this project for porosity,
saturation, permeability, effective porosity, and shale volume, respectively.

Figure 17. Variograms of porosity. Left: vertical. Right: major. Bottom: minor.
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Figure 18. Variograms of saturation. Left: vertical. Right: major. Bottom: minor

Figure 19. Variograms of permeability. Left: vertical. Right: major. Bottom: minor

Figure 20. Variograms of effective porosity. Left: vertical. Right: major. Bottom: minor.
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Figure 21. Variograms of shale volume. Left: vertical. Right: major. Bottom: minor
Table 4 shows the variogram parameters. Number of lags was equal to 14, tolerance
angle was 45°, and Lag tolerance of 50 ft. were the same in all variograms and are not included
in this table.

Table 4. Properties of variograms
Property

Azimuth

Azimuth

Major

Minor

major

Minor

Range,

Sill

Lag

Lag

Search

Search

Range,

distance

Distance

Radius

radius

ft

ft

Major, ft

minor, ft

major

minor

Porosity

343.2

253.2

6708

3735

1.008

2366

2366

42365

33124

Saturation

349.2

259.2

5221

5055

0.994

3252

2366

45529

33124

Shale volume 346.7

256.7

6745

6647

0.949

2366

2366

33124

33124

Effective Por

346.6

256.6

5028

3252

0.997

2782

2383

38956

33362

Permeability

354.3

264.3

5409

4058

0.934

2429

2366

34014

33125
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Variogram maps
Variogram map is the reflection of variograms that are calculated in different directions.
They allow us to see the directions of major and minor anisotropies. Variogram maps are the
effective tools for trend identification in data. The color of the map shows the changes in
variance (Miri, 2006). In this part of the Bakken Formation, there exists a Nesson Anticline that
runs in the northwest direction, shown on figure 22. Its direction and location depicted in the
figure 2, which is copied from the report by Pollastro, et. al (2012). The direction is about 330
degrees azimuth. This is close to what Oster (2016) found in the Winnipegosis formation as well.
The main purpose of creating variogram maps in this study was to observe the anisotropy
direction amongst the properties, and to verify if it agrees with general geology and previous
studies.

Figure 22. Structure contour map of Bakken showing the Nesson Anticline axis.
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Figure 23 shows the variogram maps of effective porosity, permeability, saturation,
porosity, shale volume. By looking at the variogram maps, most images showed the variance is
lower in North-South direction compared to East-West. The N-S direction also shows the slight
inclination, which we took as the anisotropy direction for the variogram analysis.

Figure 23. Variogram maps of 5 properties. Clockwise from top left: Effective porosity,
permeability, saturation, porosity, shale volume.
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Geologic model
Surfaces were created using Kriging interpolation based on formation tops. This method
of interpolation is better than the stochastic interpolation used for properties since the surface is
naturally smoother and is not heterogeneous. Figure 24 shows the model.

Figure 24. An overview of the geologic model of the Blue Buttes Field

The formation is quite thin, so we used the vertical exaggeration (Z-scale) to highlight
even the slight differences in relief, which may not represent the actuality.
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Figure 25. Relative thin profile of the Bakken Formation

Figure 25 shows all three members of the Bakken. This model highlights the structure
of the Bakken. The relief and the surface of the Bakken are based on chosen well tops, where
the main criterion for selecting them were the GR logs. It is known that GR values of Lower
and Upper Bakken are extremely high, while the Middle Bakken corresponds to lower GR
values. The surface can be seen as non-flat, and some sort of anticline and a dip is present
within this field. The shape of the model follows the outline of the chosen wells that are
present in the field. The dots in figure 26 show the location of the wells, so the outline ensures
that all wells are captured and at the same time there’s not much space that is without any well
information.
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Figure 26. Location of wells.
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Property distributions in 3D
Once these strategies were followed for each of the five properties, we were able to get
the images of 3D models that showed distribution of properties. For comparison purposes, 4
additional different types of interpolation techniques that were available in the software were
simulated. This way the stochastic and deterministic methods could be compared. In order to
preserve the heterogeneity, it was better to use stochastics based interpolations, such as SGS.
SGS takes an input variogram model and creates a 3D model constrained to a local data and
variogram model. Kriging type interpolations do not show the heterogeneity and their smoothing
effects tend to misrepresent the variability of the properties. Thus, in this project we used SGS
for properties interpolations and Kriging for surface interpolation. Below are the distributions of
properties that resulted from variograms described earlier.

Figure 27. Porosity distribution between 4% and 10%.
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Figure 28. Effective Porosity

Figure 19. Saturation distribution between 20 and 50%
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Figure 30. Shale volume from 5 to 25%

Figure 31. Permeability distribution between 0.001 md and 0.01 md.
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Figure 32. A close up of permeability shows a highly variable property.
Figures 27-32 demonstrate the distributions of porosity, effective porosity, saturation,
shale volume, and permeability, respectively. The geologic northwestern trend could be
observed. These five main properties will allow seeing where the better spots are for further
exploration. It would be great to combine these 5 modelled properties into a common model
where the features such as zones with high porosity, high permeability, low water saturation,
and low shale content would overlap, and that would almost certainly indicate good locations
for exploration. By looking at properties distribution, the zones that appear to be favorable are
in the middle of explored area. That area also corresponds to a higher concentration of horizontal
wells drilled. The good zones appears to be where there’s an observed low water saturation,
higher porosity, low shale volume (less than 10%), and thus higher effective porosity;
permeability also appears to be higher, although it exhibits a very high heterogeneity throughout
the reservoir. Hydraulic fracturing is usually performed in this area.
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CHAPTER IV
RESERVOIR SIMULATION
The final stage of this project is the construction of a simulation model that can be used
to predict production of fluids from the reservoir. This is also one of the final stages in the usual
reservoir development workflow before the actual drilling and production can begin, since those
activities are based on recommendation from a reservoir study. The challenge, however, with
reservoir simulation is that it often requires an accurate input of PVT (Pressure, Volume,
Temperature) data, which was lacking in our case, because no actual lab and field tests were
performed or were available. To overcome this, we used some data from previous Bakken study
by Kurtoglu (2013) while other data was made up for the purposes of completing the simulation
workflow because there was no clear way of obtaining the required data within the scope and
timeframe of this project. The purpose ended up being building a model that can produce results,
and with the right input parameters future researchers can optimize the model further.

Reservoir Simulation Workflow
A Rescue file created in Petrel was imported to CMG in order to start simulation. That
file contained petrophysical properties and overall grid shape. Prior to that, the model was
upscaled in Petrel and only then was ready for export, as shown in figure 33. The grid size got
increased from 25X25 to 400X400. Porosity and water saturation were imported directly into
simulation grid. Reservoir pressure had to be specified manually in Array Properties. We set it
at 7200 psi as was seen in one of the reports. Porosity was set to be dual permeability to reflect
natural and induced fractures that are common in Bakken. For reference, all property values are
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presented in the table X, available in Appendix X. It was hard to define the water-oil contact
(WOC) in unconventional reservoir. Given that the Middle Bakken is very thin, we set the WOC
below the actual reservoir, which resulted in reservoir being completely in the oil zone. Model’s
lowermost point was at 10,926 ft., thus we put the WOC at 11,000 ft. To see the production the
horizontal wells must have been placed and perforated. In this model, 3 wells were placed and
perforated. The constraint condition on wells was the maximum daily production rate, which
was set to 2000, 1000, and 500 bbl/day for wells 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Most wells in the
Bakken usually produce much smaller amount of oil than that, and this criterion would ensure
that the simulation would not be limited by other factors. The daily rate, as shown in picture 34,
shows that production never exceeded 250 bbl/day anyway, so the limit was reasonable. One
can also consider other constraints, such as minimum bottom hole pressure, but to be surer about
this, it is advised to consult with operators about their production strategies and adjust the model
accordingly. Production was arbitrary set to 10 years because the reported production history
was given only since 2007. With given input data, the projected production is presented in table
5. The figures 33 demonstrates the cumulative production of oil, water, gas, as well as oil
production per well in figure 35.
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Figure 33. Upscaled model as it appears in CMG, oil saturation shown.
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Figure 34. Cumulative Production from the reservoir (Oil, Water, Gas)

Table 5. Cumulative production
Oil

Gas

Water

Cumulative Production

(MSTB)
1575.1

(MMSCF)
721.55

(MSTB)
858.8

Current Fluids in Place

604,008

276,689

623,780

Field Total
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Figure 25. Daily rate per well

Figure 36. Cumulative oil production per well.
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Further recommendations
The goal of simulation is to get the insight about the production. This simplified workflow
showed how one can go from geological model to production results. The issue of getting the
correct and actual field data always remains to be problematic. Here are few suggestions on how
to improve the simulation study for next researchers:
1) Try more upscaling methods and see how it changes the production
2) Experiment with shape of a reservoir, perhaps circular or rectangular for easier
simulations calculations
3) Design hydraulic fractures and implement them in simulation process.
4) Try to run tests on the actual cores or wells to obtain the correct PVT, relative
permeability data in order to accurately reflect the reservoir
5) Perform a history match on few wells
6) Do the sensitivity analysis to determine the most sensitive properties that affect outcome
7) Consult with an operator about well completions, well constraints, and fracturing
strategies
In the end, one can only guess the development strategy that is used in a particular field,
especially for students who have not been exposed to industry practices. That is why actually
working with some operators would greatly enhance the understanding and implementation of
such projects.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
Analyzing the petrophysical properties in the Blue Buttes Field allowed for a better
understanding about the characterization of a reservoir, about its unique qualities, and
opened up a window into unconventional reservoir development. Most findings in this
study proved previous field cases, and the rock property values and lithology resonate with
them.
Through well log software analysis the study showed that porosity varies between
3% and 8%. XRD and software analysis showed similar results, and this study can serve
as a good data point for future Bakken references. Geomodel building using geostatistics
showed a good property distribution visualization. Simulation part showed how a
geomodel can be further used as a simulation input for reservoir engineering studies.
Overall, the project demonstrated the workflow from well logging to production.
Future improvements for similar studies could include getting more types of logs
for more accurate measurements, the acquisition of PVT properties through core studies,
performing a hydraulic fracturing and different completion scenarios. But the idea of
going from well logs to simulation is very feasible and achievable, as was shown in this
study.
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Appendix A
Software Used
Table 6. Software used
Company
Neuralog, Inc
Schlumberger
Schlumberger
Computer Modelling Group, Ltd

Software
NeuraLog
Techlog
Petrel
CMG
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Version
2015.04
2015
2015
2017.10

Appendix B
Comparison of different geomodelling techniques
For comparison purposes, we also showed Kriging and GRFS (Gaussian Random
Function Simulation) on two properties to notice any differences. Below are the results or
permeability and saturation distributions performed in GRFS and Kriging. With this
comparison, we observed that Kriging does not preserve the heterogeneity of the reservoir and
thus does not accurately represent the properties distribution. Thus, the choice of distribution
was in favour of Sequential Gaussian Simulation. The same recommendation was found in many
literature reports.
1) Saturation

Figure 37. Saturation distribution with GRFS
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Figure 38. Saturation distribution with Kriging

Figure 39. Saturation distribution with Kriging (interpolation)
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Figure 40. Saturation distribution with Kriging (Gslib)

2) Shale Vol

Figure 41. Shale volume distribution with GRFS.
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Figure 42. Shale volume distribution with Kriging.

Figure 43. Shale volume distribution with Kriging interpolation.
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Figure 44. Shale volume distribution with Kriging (Gslib).

3) Porosity

Figure 45. Porosity distribution with GRFS.
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Figure 46. Porosity distribution with Kriging.

Figure 47. Porosity distribution with Kriging interpolation.
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Figure 48. Porosity distribution with Kriging (Gslib).
4) Effective Porosity

Figure 49. Effective porosity distribution with GRFS
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Figure 50. Effective porosity distribution with Kriging

Figure 51. Effective porosity distribution with Kriging interpolation
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Figure 52. Effective porosity distribution with Kriging Gslib
5) Permeability

Figure 53. Permeability distribution with Kriging
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Figure 54. Permeability distribution with Kriging interpolation

Figure 55. Effective porosity distribution with Kriging Gslib.
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Figure 56. Permeability distribution with GRFS.
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Appendix C
Modelled Wells
Table 7. Blue Buttes Field wells used in well logging and geomodelling
API
33-053-01128-00-00

NDIC
7810

Well Name
C. M. LOOMER 11

33-105-00852-00-00

7834

BENDIXSON 1-17

33-053-01173-00-00
33-053-01186-00-00

8005
8081

SIVERTSON 29-23 R1
C. M. LOOMER 12

33-053-01210-00-00

8163

STATE 13-36 SWD

33-053-01237-00-00

8229

C. M. LOOMER 13

33-053-01246-00-00

8269

C. M. LOOMER 14

33-053-01253-00-00
33-053-01263-00-00
33-053-01335-00-00
33-053-01336-00-00

8301
8339
8631
8632

O. J. ANDERSON 4
EILEEN 41-13
A. N. NELSON NCT-1 2
MCKENZIE DRILLING PIT SWD 1

33-053-01414-00-00
33-053-01428-00-00

8997
9057

ELLESTAD 9-35
RIGGS 10-31

33-053-01430-00-00

9069

33-053-01448-00-00
33-053-01449-00-00

9184
9185

R. L. OLSON 9
F. P. KEOGH 6
G. V. LEVANG 1 HR

33-053-01451-00-00

9192

ELISABET SIVERTSON A 2

33-053-01468-00-00
33-053-01501-00-00

9267
9414

EVERETT FELDMAN NCT-1 1
R. L. OLSON 10
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Table 7. cont.
API
33-053-01531-00-00
33-053-01534-00-00
33-053-01535-00-00

NDIC
9539
9558
9562

Well Name
L. L. CHAPIN 1
C. M. LOOMER 5
G. V. LEVANG B 1

33-053-01585-00-00
33-053-01629-00-00
33-053-01630-00-00
33-053-01663-00-00

9737
9944
9945
10104

R. L. OLSON 11
E. C. OLSON 3
STATE 5-36
SIGNALNESS 13-35

33-053-01676-00-00

10132

33-053-01711-00-00
33-053-01739-00-00
33-053-01888-00-00
33-053-01989-00-00
33-053-02081-00-00
33-053-02171-00-00
33-053-02193-00-00

10247
10363
10947
11295
11643
12052
12173

33-053-02230-00-00
33-053-02248-00-00

12362
12503

33-053-02314-00-00

12810

C. M. LOOMER 17

33-053-02335-00-00
33-053-02401-00-00
33-053-01055-00-00
33-053-01056-00-00

12935
13412
7571
7572

O. J. ANDERSON 5
C. LOVAAS 9
REITSCH NCT-2 4
C. M. LOOMER 10HR

33-053-01053-00-00

7566

T. P. RIGGS 15-31

33-053-01888-00-00
33-053-01931-00-00

10957
11094

J. S. RICE 1HR
A. N. NELSON (NCT-1) 3

BLUE BUTTES-MADISON UNIT L309X
L. WHEELER 10-23H
C. LOVAAS NCT-2 1
J. S. RICE 1HR
BERWALD FEDERAL 11-21 SWD
C. LOVAAS NCT-1 8
IVER SELLESETH 3
C. M. LOOMER 16
R. E. REITSCH NCT-2 5
TANK 12-35
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Appendix D
CMG Properties
Table 8. Reservoir Array Properties

Fracture spacing in all directions – 2.27 ft.
Pressure = 7200 psi.
Porosity, Water saturation – direct import from Rescue model
Rock compressibility information:
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Table 9. Initial Component Properties
Description
Reservoir Temp
Oil Density
Gas gravity
Water phase density
Undersaturated Co (CO)
FVF
Compressibility CW
Reference pressure for FVF
Viscosity (VWI)
Pressure dependence of viscosity

Value
230
40
0.7
72.27
0.00001
1.0446
3.30E-06
3000
0.422
0

units
F
API
lb/ft3
1/psi
1/psi
psi
cp
cp/psi

Table 10. PVT Table
P, Psi
14.696
397.716
780.737
1163.76
1546.78
1929.8
2312.82
2695.84
3078.86
3461.88
3844.9
4227.92
4610.94
4993.96
5376.98
5760
6048
6336
6624
6912
7200

Rs, ft3/bbl
4.07072
69.4527
150.984
241.17
337.609
439.028
544.623
653.836
766.253
881.554
999.483
1119.83
1242.42
1367.1
1493.75
1622.26
1720.04
1818.78
1918.44
2018.99
2120.4

Bo
1.085
1.112
1.148
1.189
1.234
1.283
1.335
1.391
1.450
1.511
1.575
1.642
1.711
1.782
1.856
1.931
1.990
2.049
2.108
2.166
2.224

Eg, ft3/bbl
4.25018
118.79
240.15
367.023
497.136
627.444
754.696
876.126
989.894
1095.13
1191.7
1279.98
1360.57
1434.19
1501.57
1563.39
1606.6
1647.28
1685.66
1721.92
1756.26
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Oil Visccosity, cp
1.15201
0.88001
0.70845
0.59825
0.52182
0.46553
0.42219
0.38767
0.35945
0.33587
0.31584
0.29858
0.28352
0.27024
0.25845
0.24787
0.24062
0.23388
0.22760
0.22173
0.21624

Gas Viscosity, cp
0.013636
0.013987
0.014548
0.015273
0.016150
0.017162
0.018285
0.019488
0.020741
0.022017
0.023296
0.024560
0.025801
0.027011
0.028187
0.029326
0.030159
0.030971
0.031764
0.032536
0.033291

Table 11. Relative Permeability input.
Sw
5.00E-02
6.79E-02
8.40E-02
0.1
0.116038
0.132075
0.148113
0.164151
0.180189
0.196226
0.212264
0.228302
0.24434
0.260377
0.276415
0.292453
0.308491
0.324528
0.340566
0.356604
0.372642
0.388679
0.404717
0.420755
0.436792
0.45283
0.468868
0.484906
0.500943
0.516981
0.533019
0.549057
0.565094
0.581132
0.59717
0.613208
0.629245
0.645283

water-oil
Krw
0
0
0
0
1.72E-03
4.45E-03
7.77E-03
1.15E-02
1.57E-02
2.01E-02
2.49E-02
2.99E-02
3.51E-02
4.06E-02
4.62E-02
5.21E-02
5.81E-02
6.44E-02
7.07E-02
7.73E-02
8.40E-02
9.09E-02
9.79E-02
0.104994
0.112265
0.119667
0.127195
0.134846
0.142617
0.150504
0.158505
0.166618
0.174839
0.183166
0.191598
0.200131
0.208764
0.217495

Liquid-Gas table

Krow
0.8
0.767199
0.738454
0.71028
0.682674
0.655637
0.629166
0.603262
0.577923
0.553148
0.528937
0.505288
0.482201
0.459674
0.437706
0.416296
0.395444
0.375148
0.355407
0.336219
0.317584
0.299501
0.281967
0.264982
0.248545
0.232654
0.217307
0.202504
0.188242
0.174521
0.161338
0.148693
0.136582
0.125005
0.11396
0.103444
9.35E-02
8.40E-02
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Sl

Krg

Krog

0.4
0.416176
0.432353
0.448529
0.464706
0.480882
0.497059
0.513235
0.529412
0.545588
0.561765
0.577941
0.594118
0.610294
0.626471
0.642647
0.658824
0.675
0.691176
0.707353
0.723529
0.739706
0.755882
0.772059
0.788235
0.804412
0.820588
0.836765
0.852941
0.869118
0.885294
0.901471
0.917647
0.933824
0.95

0.3
0.28415
0.268689
0.253618
0.23894
0.224656
0.21077
0.197284
0.184201
0.171523
0.159253
0.147394
0.13595
0.124924
0.11432
0.10414
9.44E-02
8.51E-02
7.62E-02
6.78E-02
5.98E-02
5.22E-02
4.52E-02
3.86E-02
3.24E-02
2.68E-02
2.16E-02
1.69E-02
1.28E-02
9.19E-03
6.13E-03
3.63E-03
1.74E-03
4.93E-04
0

0
1.54E-03
5.25E-03
1.08E-02
1.80E-02
2.67E-02
3.69E-02
4.85E-02
6.14E-02
7.57E-02
9.13E-02
0.108083
0.126121
0.145361
0.165783
0.187366
0.210091
0.233944
0.258907
0.284968
0.312112
0.340328
0.369602
0.399925
0.431286
0.463675
0.497082
0.531498
0.566916
0.603325
0.64072
0.679092
0.718434
0.758739
0.8

Table 11. Cont
Sw
0.693396
0.709434
0.725472
0.741509
0.757547
0.773585
0.789623
0.80566
0.821698
0.837736
0.853774
0.869811
0.885849
0.901887
0.917925
0.933962
0.95

Krw
0.244259
0.253365
0.262561
0.271845
0.281216
0.290672
0.300212
0.309836
0.319541
0.329327
0.339193
0.349137
0.359159
0.369257
0.37943
0.389678
0.4

Krow
5.87E-02
5.14E-02
4.45E-02
3.81E-02
3.23E-02
2.69E-02
2.21E-02
1.77E-02
1.39E-02
1.05E-02
7.63E-03
5.22E-03
3.28E-03
1.80E-03
7.75E-04
1.83E-04
0
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Figure 57. Relative permeability curve: Kr vs Sw

Figure 58. Relative permeability curve: Kr vs Sl
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Figure 59. Initial Conditions.
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Figure 60. Example of well constraints conditions on one of the wells
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